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The entertainment industry has long viewed the internet as a threat because of the ease with which original digital works can be copied and transmitted, rendering traditional copyright protections ineffective. In order to harness the earning potential of this new medium, the industry argued, it had to rely on a system of technological locks and access controls to prevent unauthorized access and copying. Accordingly, Congress in 1998 enacted the Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA) to provide legal protection and remedies against the circumvention of those technological protection measures.

For the videogame industry, CD key authentication is just one of many technological protection measures designed to prevent unauthorized installation and/or duplication of game software. Videogame publishers usually include a unique CD key with each CD-ROM and a customer is required to enter this CD key during software installation. But as the market for multiplayer online games expands, CD key authentication is being radically redefined in a way that locks competitors out of a variety of secondary markets for videogames. Propelling this trend, the Eighth Circuit, through an overly broad interpretation of the DMCA, held that a group of gamers who created an alternate game server that interoperated and com-
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peted with a game publisher’s proprietary game server was liable for circumvention under the DMCA.\(^5\)

The purpose of this Note is to determine what role the DMCA should play in regulating online access to videogame servers. Part I begins with a brief overview of the videogame industry and the emerging market for online games. In particular, it describes how game publishers have combined traditional copyright protection, restrictive license terms, and CD key authentication to exert unprecedented control over numerous markets for videogames.\(^6\)

Part II offers an in-depth look at the Eighth Circuit’s DMCA analysis in *Davidson & Associates. v. Jung.*\(^7\) It argues that the court misinterpreted the function and purpose of the publisher’s CD key authentication, an error that has substantially expanded the scope of the DMCA. Part III explains how *Davidson* legitimizes the use of strategic access controls that unreasonably shift the burden of “piracy” onto innovators in secondary markets. Part III also illustrates how the Eighth Circuit’s ruling in *Davidson* has impacted the development of a new generation of videogames—called massively-multiplayer online games (“MMOGs”)—and offers game publishers a unprecedented monopoly over markets associated with this flourishing videogame technology. This Note concludes that while the DMCA has and will continue to play a vital role in protecting digital works, courts should be extremely cautious when confronted with CD key authentication schemes that have more to do with protecting revenue streams for downstream services than with combating piracy.

I. BACKGROUND: THE VIDEOGAME INDUSTRY TODAY

Videogames are not just for children. In 2004, the average gamer in the United States was thirty years old.\(^8\) Americans spend an average of 6.8

---


6. This Note focuses exclusively on the role of the DMCA in regulating competition for interoperable game servers. Although issues of copyright misuse, federal preemption, and the enforceability of end-user license agreements (EULAs) that restrict the right to reverse engineer software are interrelated, these issues will not be addressed here.

7. 422 F.3d at 630.

8. ENTERTAINMENT SOFTWARE ASSOCIATION, ESSENTIAL FACTS ABOUT THE COMPUTER AND VIDEO GAME INDUSTRY 2, http://www.theesa.com/files/2005EssentialFacts.pdf [hereinafter ESA’S ESSENTIAL FACTS]. Of the gamer population, 35% were under the age of eighteen while 43% were between the ages of eighteen and forty-nine. *Id.* Surprisingly, 19% of gamers in 2004 were over the age of fifty, which represents an increase of 10% from 1999. *Id.*
hours per week playing videogames, more time than they spend watching DVDs or rented videos. In 2003, 108 million gamers in the United States spent $10 billion on videogames. With record-setting sales, it is not surprising that the industry expands by 20% each year. But as consumers demand improved graphics, more features, intricate plotlines, and popular characters, licensing and development costs for these kinds of games have skyrocketed. For example, Electronic Arts ("EA") recently paid $400 million for a five-year exclusive contract with the National Football League, $800 million for a fifteen-year exclusive contract with ESPN, and an estimated $20 million each to secure rights for videogames based on popular movie franchises like Harry Potter, Lord of the Rings, James Bond, and The Godfather. But despite massive investments by some publishers and increasing consumer demand, many publishers are reluctant to invest because of high risk. Although more Americans are spend-

9. Id. at 6.
12. In 2004, twelve games sold more than one million units, setting a new record.
13. See Dee, supra note 10, at 38.
15. Terdiman, supra note 11.
16. EA spent an additional $633 million in research and development for the 2005 fiscal year, which was 20.2% of its total revenue of $3.13 billion. Terdiman, supra note 11. This figure represents a 24.1% increase over EA’s 2004 research and development expenditures and a 57.8% increase over 2003. Id. Similarly, game publisher Take-Two recently secured rights to Major League Baseball for an estimated $200 to $250 million. Id.
17. EA, for example, has struggled for the first quarter of 2006, losing $58 million. This number might be slightly misleading because next-generation gaming consoles are only beginning to be released. Terdiman, supra note 11.
ing more time playing videogames, there is no guarantee that they will play one particular videogame. For example, a videogame based on The Matrix movie trilogy received poor reviews even after more than $50 million was invested. Even Warner Brothers' online game called Matrix Online flopped, netting less than 50,000 subscribers in three months. Accordingly, publishers are consolidating their product lines and relying heavily on previously successful franchises.

With rising development costs and consolidated product lines, game publishers are continually searching for new sources of income. Some, for example, look outside of the traditional videogame market and sell motion picture development rights for their games. More importantly, publishers are looking at the internet in a whole new way, especially with the rising popularity of online multiplayer games. Not surprisingly, many publishers now charge their customers a monthly fee just to play their games online.

18. Dee, supra note 10, at 39. $50 million alone was spent in purchasing Shiny Entertainment, a studio that held the rights to the movie's license. Id.


21. Taub, supra note 20 ("We can't find a publisher interested in the title until the movies are produced. They all want to leverage off the film's marketing.") (statement of American McGee, co-owner of the Mauretania Import Export Company). See generally Furine Blaise, Note, Game Over: Issues Arising When Copyrighted Work is Licensed to Video Game Manufacturers, 15 ALB. L.J. SCI. & TECH. 517 (2005) (describing why videogames are ripe for cross-pollination with other media).

22. For example, Blizzard charges gamers a monthly fee to play World of Warcraft online. Pricing schemes include a month-to-month package at $14.99 per month, a three-
Although online videogames come in a variety of forms, it is safe to say there is a rapidly emerging class of videogames exclusively designed for online play called massively-multiplayer online games. These games create a perpetual online world in which individual gamers interact with one another. Depending on the publisher, each gamer must also pay a monthly fee to maintain access to this online world. What distinguishes MMOGs from other online games is that they reinforce a sense of responsibility to a larger social group or, at least, require the individual gamer to acknowledge that other independent actors may intervene and alter their decision-making processes. Blizzard Entertainment’s World of Warcraft month plan at $13.99 per month, and a six-month plan at $12.99 per month. Blizzard, World of Warcraft F.A.Q., http://www.worldofwarcraft.com/info/faq (last visited Mar. 17, 2006).

23. For example, there are online trivia games that are free to download, free to play online, and are funded mainly through advertising. This category of games includes puzzle, board, game show, trivia, and card games. With a 56.8% share of all online games, they represent the most popular online games. ESA’s ESSENTIAL FACTS, supra note 8, at 8. With a 19% share, the second most often played games on the internet cover a wide array of game genres: Real-time strategy, First-Person Shooters, Role-Playing, Racing, Sports, Tactical Shooters, and Turn-Based Strategy. Id. Games in this category are free to play online and sometimes feature banner advertisements during online gameplay. While games in this second category have varying multiplayer capabilities, they are either primarily designed for or at least have robust single-player capabilities. Granted, many games might be difficult to categorize because they straddle more than one category. My classifications are intended to give readers an overview of the “type” of online games that have been available on the market and how they differ from newer online gaming technology.

24. Popular MMOG titles include World of Warcraft, Final Fantasy XI, City of Heroes, and EverQuest II. The MMOG movement is dominated by the home PC market, with all ten of the top-selling MMOGs made for PCs. Schiesel, supra note 20. Generally, Asian markets (except for Japan) are dominated by PCs, not consoles. Id.

25. “MMOGs create a persistent universe where the game continues playing regardless of whether or not anyone else is. Since these games strongly or exclusively emphasize multiplayer gameplay, few of them have any significant single-player aspects or client-side artificial intelligence...” MMOG, WIKIPEDIA: THE FREE ENCYCLOPEDIA, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MMOG (last visited Dec. 3, 2005).

has been the most successful MMOG to date. Since its launch in November 2004, six million people have subscribed to the game around the world.  

To protect their investments, publishers have traditionally combined copyright protection with restrictive shrinkwrap and clickwrap licenses, which usually prohibit reverse engineering or decompilation of any kind. Game publishers argue that this combination of contract and copyright protection deters unauthorized copying, unauthorized distribution, and the development of cheats and game hacks. Increasingly, however, publishers are relying on technological protection measures as a means to protect their rights in videogame software. For example, most copies of videogames—whether purchased on CD-ROM, DVD or downloaded directly from the Web—come packaged with a unique CD key required during installation.

Once a user enters the CD key and successfully installs the game software, that user can play against the computer in single-player mode. Depending on the game, the user may also play that same game with others. Some may connect via a local network, but most rely on the internet. Game publishers usually host a dedicated game server where users can log on and join various games and tournaments. Access to these servers is usually free, but as shown in Figure 1 below, publishers have begun to condition access to their proprietary game servers on verification of the same CD key the user entered during software installation.


29. Cheats and game hacks allow a user to gain an unfair advantage over other players. For example, a player might wish to become invulnerable to attack or gain access to unlimited resources.


31. A CD key consists of a combination of letters or numbers, usually printed on a sticker attached to the plastic case of a CD-ROM. When the user is asked to type this CD key during installation, the key is verified by the program by checking it “according to a mathematical algorithm and attempts to match the results to a set of valid solutions.” CD key, WIKIPEDIA: THE FREE ENCYCLOPEDIA, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CD_key (last visited Dec. 4, 2005).
Upon first glance, requiring CD key authentication for a second time seems like a reasonable additional layer of defense against unauthorized use. However, this new “loop” of authentication represents a profound reinterpretation of the CD key as a technological protection measure. The CD key is no longer controlling access solely to the game software, but is now also regulating access to a proprietary service as well. Game publishers are the only parties with access to the algorithms with which to authen-

32. Most CD keys are not effective in stopping software piracy due to the rise of the internet, as CD keys can be distributed in seconds via CD key generators, and software publishers are increasingly turning to new methods of authenticating software, such as via internet authenticating systems.

*Ibid.* Compare this method of authentication with Microsoft’s Product Activation for Windows XP:

Product Activation works by verifying that a software program’s product key has not been used on more personal computers than intended by the software’s license. You must use the product key in order to install the software and then it is transformed into an installation ID number. You use an activation wizard to provide the installation ID number to Microsoft either through a secure transfer over the Internet, or by telephone. A confirmation ID is sent back to your machine to activate your product.

icated CD keys. Thus, game publishers have created an artificial bottle-neck, making it virtually impossible for any other party to offer hosting or matchmaking services for these videogames without "circumventing" the authentication process for online services publishers have bundled with their game software.\(^{33}\) CD key authentication is quickly morphing from a tool that locks out pirates to one that locks out competitors.\(^{34}\)

Under the guise of battling software piracy, Blizzard Entertainment recently sued a number of gamers who had developed an online game server that interoperated with Blizzard's videogames. The Eight Circuit held that in creating a separate game server, the defendants circumvented Blizzard's CD key authentication protection measure.\(^{35}\)

II. \textit{DAVIDSON & ASSOCIATES V. JUNG}

A. Facts and Procedural History

Blizzard Entertainment, a division of Vivendi Universal Games, was established in 1994 and has quickly become a giant in the videogame industry. Blizzard distributes its games in CD-ROM format and each copy comes with a unique CD key.\(^{36}\) Blizzard also hosts its own 24-hour online game server called Battle.net, which allows players to chat with one another and join live tournaments for Blizzard games.\(^{37}\) The user's CD key—stored locally on the user's computer during installation—is verified each time the user logs onto the Battle.net service.\(^{38}\)

\begin{itemize}
  \item \(33.\) See infra Sections II.A-B.
  \item \(34.\) See generally Burk, supra note 28 (supporting a misuse doctrine that would prevent copyright owners from leveraging access controls to dictate downstream purchases).
  \item \(35.\) Blizzard's CD key is similar to the one described in Figure 1.
  \item \(36.\) Davidson & Assocs. v. Internet Gateway, 334 F. Supp. 2d 1164, 1169-70 (E.D. Mo. 2004). Use of Blizzard's game software is subject to a clickwrap EULA, which provides that an end user may not "in whole or in part, copy, photocopy, reproduce, translate, reverse engineer, derive source code, modify, disassemble, decompile, create derivative works based on the Program . . . ." Id. at 1170-71.
  \item \(37.\) Id. at 1168. Though free of charge, use of Battle.net is subject to certain Terms of Use (TOU). Id. at 1170-71. The TOU states that a user shall not host or provide matchmaking services for any Blizzard software programs or emulate or redirect the communication protocols . . . through protocol emulation, runneling, modifying, or adding components to the Program, use of a utility program . . . for any purpose, including, but not limited to, network play over the Internet . . . .
  \item \(38.\) Id. at 1169. The district court further elaborated on the authentication sequence: [T]he game initiates a authentication sequence or "secret handshake" between the game and Battle.net server. First, the game and Battle.net
Battle.net has been wildly successful. In 2002, the game server had twelve million active users, and averaged 200,000 concurrent users. But the gamer server’s popularity has been its biggest drawback. Frequent crashes, slow response times, profanity, and a proliferation of hacks and cheats were the most common complaints. Unhappy with the performance of Battle.net, a group of volunteer programmers formed the “BnetD Project” and developed their own open-source online game server called the BnetD.org server. BnetD’s software allowed users to play Blizzard games online without being connected to Blizzard’s proprietary server. As Figure 2 illustrates, BnetD’s software did not provide access to Blizzard’s proprietary server. Instead, BnetD’s software created an online world entirely separate (but virtually identical) to Blizzard’s proprietary online world. In other words, those logged onto BnetD’s server could not play against those players logged onto Battle.net servers.

---

server exchange [encrypted numbers].... The Battle.net server receives the alphanumeric sequence sent by the game, along with other information sent by the game, and uses this data to determine whether the CD Key information sent by the game is valid.... If the CD Key is both valid and not currently being used by other players on the same Battle.net gateway, the Battle.net server sends [an “OK”] signal to the game....

*Id.* Users with invalid CD keys are, therefore, are not allowed to log onto the Battle.net server.

39. *Id.* at 1168.


41. Davidson, 334 F. Supp. 2d at 1171-72. To create their interoperable game server, BnetD developers: (1) logged communications between Blizzard’s game software and the Battle.net server, (2) decompiled Blizzard client files, (3) and developed a program that modified the connection settings used by the game software to connect to the internet. *Id.* at 1172-73.

42. *Id.* at 1172. BnetD developers felt it was “morally wrong” for Blizzard to force its customers to view banner advertisements while using Battle.net. *Id.*
Figure 2: BnetD’s server and Battle.net are alternative online servers

Figure 2 also illustrates a major operational difference between Battle.net and BnetD’s equivalent: BnetD’s game server was incapable of denying access to those using unauthorized copies of Blizzard games, always sending an “OK” signal to the game software. Blizzard reasoned that in circumventing their CD key authentication, BnetD developers’ sole purpose was to enable online functionality of pirated Blizzard software. BnetD seemingly addressed this concern when they offered to implement an authentication process for their servers. Blizzard, however, rejected BnetD’s offer, citing its need to keep CD key algorithms secure. In April of 2002, Blizzard brought suit in federal court against Internet Gateway, Inc.—a local internet service provider—and its president, Tim Jung, for hosting the BnetD server and unlawfully copying elements of Blizzard’s videogames. Blizzard later added defendants Ross Combs and Rob Crittendon, alleging they helped Jung develop the software. A consent decree between the parties settled most claims, but the following issues remained: a claim for breach of Blizzard’s EULA and its TOU, a claim for circum-

43. Id. at 1173. The court found that BnetD never advised people to play with unauthorized copies of Blizzard software, but at least one of the defendants was aware that unauthorized versions of Blizzard games were played on BnetD servers. Id.

44. The games at issue were: StarCraft, StarCraft: Brood War, WarCraft II: Battle.net Edition, Diablo, and Diablo II: Lord of Destruction. Id. at 1168. Although none of the games at issue were MMOGs, this case has still had a substantial impact on their development. Some speculated that Blizzard’s lawsuit was a preemptive move to protect a subscription-based version of Battle.net that debuted in November 2004. Wen, supra note 40.

45. I will refer to Jung, Combs, and Crittendon collectively as “BnetD.”

46. See Davidson, 334 F. Supp. 2d at 1167. Blizzard argued that by reverse engineering its videogame software to create the BnetD server, BnetD developers had breached the terms of Blizzard’s EULA and TOU. BnetD countered, claiming Blizzard’s enforcement of its EULA and TOU under state contract law was preempted by the Copyright Act. Davidson, 334 F. Supp. 2d at 1174. Relying on Vault Corp. v. Quaid Software, Ltd., BnetD asserted that a ban on reverse engineering violated its fair use rights. 847 F.2d 255 (5th Cir. 1998). In Vault, the Fifth Circuit declared unenforceable a software license prohibiting decompilation and disassembly because such restrictions were pre-
vention of copyright protection, and a claim for trafficking in circumvention technology. The district court granted summary judgment to Blizzard on all claims and, on appeal, the Eight Circuit affirmed.

B. Circumvention and Trafficking in Circumvention Technology

Blizzard’s primary allegation was that by circumventing Blizzard’s CD key authentication “handshake,” BnetD’s server permitted unauthorized access to “Battle.net mode.” Section 1201(a)(1) of the DMCA prohibits an individual from “circumventing a technological measure that effectively controls access to a work protected under this title,” and § 1201(a)(2) prohibits trafficking in any technology “primarily designed or produced” for circumvention.

For an effective circumvention analysis, a court must determine the following: (1) was there an access control present? (2) what was the access control controlling access to? (3) was the material being protected copyrightable subject matter? (4) was this subject matter effectively controlled by that access control? (5) was the access control bypassed? and (6) are

empted by the Copyright Act. Id. at 269-70. The Eighth Circuit, however, limited Vault as preempting state law that conflicted with federal copyright laws, not private contracts. Davidson & Assocs. v. Jung, 422 F.3d 630, 639 (8th Cir. 2005). Instead, the Eighth Circuit relied on Bowers v. Baystate Techs., Inc. in which the Federal Circuit held that “[p]rivate parties are free to contractually forego the limited ability to reverse engineer a software product under the exemptions of the Copyright Act.” 320 F.3d 1317, 1325-26 (Fed. Cir. 2003). The Eighth Circuit held that Blizzard could require end users to contractually waive their right to reverse engineer without running afoul of federal copyright law. Davidson, 422 F.3d at 638-39. For a discussion of the effectiveness of wholesale private ordering favored, see Margaret Jane Radin, Retooling Contract for the Digital Era, in PUBLIC POLICY AND THE INTERNET 115-49 (Nicholas Imparato ed., 2000).

47. The claims dismissed by the consent decree include federal copyright infringement, federal trademark infringement, dilution, false designation of origin, common law trademark infringement, and unfair competition.

48. The district court ruled on a number of issues, some of which are not pertinent to the discussion here. The district court decided: (1) whether a choice of law provision in Blizzard’s EULA was enforceable, (2) whether clicking “I Agree” to a EULA and TOU constitutes agreement between two parties under California contract law, (3) whether the first sale doctrine was applicable to a software license, and (4) whether Blizzard’s EULA and TOU were unconscionable. Davidson, 334 F. Supp. 2d at 1175-80.

49. Id. at 1183; see also Blizzard, Battle.net Emulation FAQ, http://www.battle.net/support/emulationfaq.shtml (last visited Sept. 7, 2005). BnetD developers offered to implement an authentication process, though Blizzard declined BnetD’s offer, citing its need to keep its CD key algorithms secure.

50. 17 U.S.C. §§ 1201(a)(1)-(2) (2000). “[I]n the ordinary course of its operation, [a technological measure] requires the application of information, or a process or a treatment, with the authority of the copyright owner, to gain access to the work.” § 1201(b)(2)(B).
there any exemptions or defenses for this act of circumvention? The Eighth Circuit held that Blizzard’s CD key authentication process effectively controlled access to “Battle.net mode features,” which was copyrightable expression. The court ruled that BnetD bypassed (and allowed third parties to bypass) Blizzard’s access controls by developing an alternate game server, an act not protected under the DMCA’s interoperability exception.

Throughout its opinion, the Eighth Circuit blended its analysis of one issue into others, making it difficult to extrapolate a clear theory of liability. Of the questions required for an effective circumvention analysis, the court incorrectly answered questions 2, 4, and 6 and failed to consider question 3 altogether. The most problematic portion of the court’s reasoning was its analysis of the second question, which asks, “what was the access control controlling access to”? By answering “Battle.net mode,” the Eighth Circuit guaranteed itself a murky opinion with unclear precedent.

51. These questions can be framed in many ways. For example, it is clear that there must be a sufficient nexus between the alleged circumvention and some copyright infringement, but I did not list this explicitly because a court will confront the nexus issue when considering whether the material protected was copyrightable subject matter. The Federal Circuit in Chamberlain Group, Inc. v. Skylink Techs., Inc. characterized the elements for a § 1201(a)(2) claim:

A plaintiff alleging a violation of § 1201(a)(2) must prove: (1) ownership of a valid copyright on a work, (2) effectively controlled by a technological measure, which has been circumvented, (3) that third parties can now access (4) without authorization, in a manner that (5) infringes or facilitates infringing a right protected by the Copyright Act, because of a product that (6) the defendant either (i) designed or produced primarily for circumvention; (ii) made available despite only limited commercial significance other than circumvention; or (iii) marketed for use in circumvention of the controlling technological measure. A plaintiff incapable of establishing any one of elements (1) through (5) will have failed to prove a prima facie case. A plaintiff capable of proving elements (1) through (5) need prove only one of (6)(i), (ii), or (iii) to shift the burden back to the defendant. At that point, the various affirmative defenses enumerated throughout § 1201 become relevant.


52. Davidson, 422 F.3d at 640-41.

53. Id. at 641-42.
1. The Elusive “Battle.net mode”

Both the Eighth Circuit and the district court referred to “Battle.net mode” with a degree of abstraction that rendered their analyses virtually incomprehensible. The district court and Eighth Circuit—who determined that the CD key controlled access to “Battle.net mode”—changed the definition of “Battle.net mode” throughout their opinions, referring to it as: (1) a literal part of the game software;\(^5\) (2) a part of Blizzard’s proprietary game server,\(^5\) and/or (3) a mysterious intermediate entity between the two.\(^6\) Thus, it is unclear what copyrighted work, if any, either court believed Blizzard was protecting with its CD key.

It appears that the tight integration between the user interface of the game software and Blizzard’s proprietary Battle.net server was the main source of confusion. A user of a Blizzard game desiring to play online would perform the following steps: (1) launch the game software, (2) select “Multiplayer” from the software’s main menu, and then (3) select “Battle.net.” After online CD key verification, a connection to the Battle.net service is established. According to the court, a user would now be described as being in “Battle.net mode”—as opposed to being in single-player mode.

By holding that Blizzard’s CD key authentication was protecting “Battle.net mode,” the Eighth Circuit failed to articulate that when an access control is used in more than one way—for example, during software installation and then again to regulate online access—determining what the access control actually controls should be based on the context of its use. Consider Figure 3 below, which illustrates why the court’s interpretation of Blizzard’s CD key authentication is insufficient.

---

\(^5\) Davidson, 334 F. Supp. 2d at 1168 (“The Battle.net service is a free service that allows owners of certain Blizzard games to play those games . . . against each other . . . These Battle.net mode features are accessed from within the games themselves.”) (emphasis added).

\(^6\) Davidson, 422 F.3d at 641 (“[BnetD] could not have obtained a copy of Battle.net or made use of the literal elements of Battle.net mode without acts of reverse engineering, which allowed for a circumvention of Battle.net and Battle.net mode.”) (emphasis added).

\(^5\) \(^6\) Id. at 640 (“The bnetd.org emulator . . . allowed the Blizzard game to access Battle.net mode features without a valid or unique CD key.”).
As shown above, distinguishing between single-player and multiplayer “modes” is misleading. To describe a player who has connected her game software to the internet as being in “Battle.net mode” presupposes that a user is connecting to the Battle.net game server. By the same logic, one should describe a user who has connected her game software to the BnetD server as being in “BnetD mode,” not in Battle.net mode. Unfortunately, the court simply failed to articulate what “Battle.net mode” actually consisted of or where the code embodying “Battle.net mode” was stored. Ultimately, it appeared that the lower court made an unfounded conceptual leap in assuming that “Battle.net mode” was copyrightable subject matter.
unlocked by a process of online authentication—an assumption that the Eight Circuit accepted as fact.\textsuperscript{57}

2. Misinterpreting Access Controls

The suspect interpretation of “Battle.net mode” also obfuscates the purpose of Blizzard’s access control.\textsuperscript{58} In the context of regulating a user’s access to play games online, did Blizzard’s CD key control access to its game software or its proprietary game server? The figures below help to develop a framework of analysis for answering these questions. The following figures represent at least two different ways to conceptualize an access control. Most importantly, they identify the direction in which access is regulated.

\textbf{WAYS TO INTERPRET ACCESS CONTROLS}

\textbf{Figure 4:} Blizzard’s CD key authentication controls access to the game software.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure4.png}
\caption{Blizzard’s CD key authentication controls access to the game software.}
\end{figure}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{57} See Davidson, 334 F. Supp. 2d at 1169, 1173; Davidson, 422 F.3d at 633.
\item \textsuperscript{58} For a discussion of commonly used technological protection measures and their functions, see June M. Besek, \textit{Anti-Circumvention Laws and Copyright: A Report from the Kernochan Center for Law, Media and the Arts}, 27 COLUM. J.L. & ARTS 385, 446-66 (2004).
\end{itemize}
The distinction between Figure 4 and Figure 5 is that the access controls are facing opposite directions. In Figure 4, Blizzard's CD key controls access to the game software. Thus, features A, B, and C—literal parts of the game software—are unlocked only after proper authorization. In effect, Figure 4 treats the game software's ability to interoperate with game servers as a feature of the game software that is unlocked by a CD key. This appears to be the interpretation that the Eighth Circuit adopted in Davidson. On the other hand, we can reconceptualize that same CD key authentication in the other direction. In Figure 5, Blizzard's CD key is described as controlling access to Blizzard's proprietary online server. In other words, while a CD key in Figure 4 unlocks the videogame software, that same CD key in Figure 5 unlocks the game server.

Relying on the inaccurate conception of Battle.net mode shown in Figure 4, the court in effect interpreted interoperability as a feature that could be locked and unlocked by an access control; that is, the court failed to distinguish between the videogame software and services offered for that videogame. In reality, Blizzard's online CD authentication merely regulated access to its proprietary game server. Granted, even though the proprietary server might contain copyrightable expression, BnetD never copied or offered access to this copyrightable expression.

These distinctions may appear semantic—like questioning whether a lock on a car door controls access to the inside or outside of the vehicle (or both). But the answers to these questions are crucial to an effective cir-
cumvention analysis. A small misinterpretation, especially in the context of computer software, can have an immediate impact on markets for aftermarket or downstream products and services. More importantly, an incomplete analysis could—and did in this case—result in an improper expansion of the DMCA’s circumvention provisions.

3. BnetD’s Defenses

BnetD’s response to Blizzard’s circumvention and trafficking claims were threefold. BnetD claimed that (1) “Battle.net mode” was not a copyrightable work eligible for protection under the DMCA; (2) even if eligible for protection, Blizzard failed to “effectively control” access to “Battle.net mode”; and (3) assuming eligibility and effective control are demonstrated, BnetD’s circumvention was for the sole purpose of achieving interoperability with independently created software.

a) Was “Battle.net mode” Eligible for Protection Under the DMCA?

As noted earlier, neither the Eighth Circuit nor the district court clearly defined “Battle.net mode.” Relying on the Sixth Circuit’s holding in Lexmark International v. Static Control Components, Inc., BnetD asserted that “Battle.net mode” was actually an uncopyrightable procedure, process, system, or method of operation, not eligible for protection under the DMCA.

a) Was “Battle.net mode” Eligible for Protection Under the DMCA?

As noted earlier, neither the Eighth Circuit nor the district court clearly defined “Battle.net mode.” Relying on the Sixth Circuit’s holding in Lexmark International v. Static Control Components, Inc., BnetD asserted that “Battle.net mode” was actually an uncopyrightable procedure, process, system, or method of operation, not eligible for protection under the DMCA.

---

61. Consider the following non-videogame hypothetical: suppose that my wireless phone provider required by contract that I purchase ringtones only from its online store. My phone is embedded with software containing a lock-out mechanism which denies access to all ringtones except those offered by my provider. Now suppose I purchase a ringtone from a competitor whose ringtones circumvent my phone’s lock-out mechanism, always sending an “OK” signal to my phone’s software, therefore allowing them to be played. Does the lock-out mechanism control access to my phone, to the authorized ringtones, or to both? While purchasing an unauthorized ringtone might violate the terms of the contract with my wireless provider, I would argue that the lock-out scheme regulates access to the proprietary ringtones, not to my phone—an interpretation akin to Figure 5. However, according to the Eighth Circuit’s reasoning in Davidson, the lock-out scheme actually unlocks my phone’s ringtone playing capabilities, commensurate with Figure 4. This interpretation is not only backwards, it legitimizes the use of technological protection measures to enforce anticompetitive lockouts.

62. Because the trafficking analysis was almost identical, I will focus on the circumvention claim exclusively.

63. See Davidson, 422 F.3d at 640-41.

64. Id. at 641.

65. Id. at 641-42.

DMCA. The Eighth Circuit dismissed this argument as a misreading of *Lexmark* and moved on, failing to address whether “Battle.net mode” was in fact protectable expression.

The court held that Blizzard effectively controlled access to “Battle.net mode,” again without defining the term. BnetD argued that the code underlying “Battle.net mode” was part of the game software. According to BnetD, every consumer who purchased a Blizzard game, therefore, had access to its literal code without resorting to circumvention of any kind. The court disagreed: “[BnetD] could not have . . . made use of the literal elements of Battle.net mode without acts of reverse engineering,” a right BnetD had waived via an EULA. However, the fact that BnetD had waived its right to reverse engineer via contract should not be relevant in determining whether Blizzard effectively controlled access to “Battle.net mode.”

---

67. See Davidson, 334 F. Supp. 2d at 1168 (“The only copyright registrations Blizzard has identified in this case concern its Battle.net server program and its individual computer game software.”).

68. Davidson, 422 F.3d at 640-41. The court merged BnetD’s argument that “Battle.net mode” was not copyrightable subject matter with BnetD’s argument that “Battle.net mode” was not effectively controlled. Unfortunately, by answering both arguments at the same time, the court forgot to address the former.

69. See *Lexmark*, 387 F.3d at 547 (“No security device, in other words, protects access to the . . . program and no security device accordingly must be circumvented to obtain access to that program code.”).

70. Davidson, 422 F.3d at 641. Curiously, the court in the following sentence claimed that the code underlying “Battle.net mode” could not have been “translated into readable source code . . . without some type of circumvention.” It appears the court conflated reverse engineering with circumvention.

71. There are actually a number of different ways to ask this question. One way is to posit it as an issue of authorization, which the Federal Circuit confronted in *Chamberlain*: According to Chamberlain, all such uses of products containing copyrighted software to which a technological measure controlled access are now per se illegal under the DMCA unless the manufacturer provided consumers with explicit authorization. Chamberlain’s interpretation of the DMCA would therefore grant manufacturers broad exemptions from both the antitrust laws and the doctrine of copyright misuse.

Chamberlain Group, Inc. v. Skylink Techs., Inc., 381 F.3d 1178, 1193 (Fed. Cir. 2004). A year later, the Federal Circuit dealt with a similar issue in *Storage Technology* but explained the issue differently:

*Storage Technology’s* argument conflates a claim based on copyright infringement and an action based on breach of contract. To succeed in a copyright action . . . the source of the copyright owner’s complaint must be grounded in a right protected by the Copyright Act, such as unlawful reproduction or distribution. In contrast, the rights granted by contract can be much broader. As an example, consider a license in
EULA should not automatically transform BnetD’s conduct into circum-
vention. Again, the court failed to identify what role, if any, Blizzard’s CD 
key authentication played in effectively controlling access to “Battle.net 
mode.”

b) Section 1201(f) Exception for Interoperability

Unable to persuade the Eighth Circuit that “Battle.net mode” was in-
eligible for DMCA protection or that Blizzard had failed to effectively 
control access to “Battle.net mode,” BnetD finally argued that it had cir-
cumvented Blizzard’s CD key access control for the purpose of achieving 
interoperability between Blizzard’s game software and BnetD’s software. 
Therefore, BnetD argued that its conduct was statutorily excepted under 
§ 1201(f) of the Copyright Act. The Eight Circuit held that BnetD was 
ineligible for the exception.

which the copyright owner grants a person the right to make one and 
only one copy of a book with the caveat that the licensee may not read 
the last ten pages... If the licensee made a single copy of the book, 
but read the last ten pages, the only cause of action would be for breach 
of contract, because reading a work does not violate any right protected 
by copyright law.

Storage Tech. Corp. v. Custom Hardware Eng’g & Consulting, Inc., 421 F.3d 1307, 1315-16 (Fed. Cir. 2005). One can even depict the distinction between breach of contract and circumvention liability in a way that emphasizes the issue of effective control. Suppose I offered you a copy of a book enclosed in a small metal case with a combination lock on it. The correct combination to the lock is actually etched on the back of the lock. However, before I offer you this locked metal case, you agree via contract “not to look at the combination etched on the back of the lock.” If you go ahead and peek at the combination on the back of the lock to open up the metal case, you have arguably breached your contractual duty not to do so. But is there a valid claim that you have circumvented the padlock?

72. Section 1201(f) of the Copyright Act permits circumvention of an access control “for the sole purpose” of achieving interoperability with an independently created computer program. 17 U.S.C. § 1201(f)(1) (2000). Interoperability “means the ability of computer programs to exchange information, and of such programs mutually to use the information which has been exchanged.” § 1201(f)(4). The Senate Judiciary Committee explained that the objective of the § 1201(f) exception was “to ensure that the effect of the current case law interpreting the Copyright Act [was] not changed by enactment of [the DMCA]” and that “[t]he purpose of [the exception] is to foster competition and innovation in the computer and software industry.” S. REP. NO. 105-190, at 32 (1998); see Sony Computer Entm’t, Inc. v. Connectix Corp., 203 F.3d 596 (9th Cir. 2000); Sega En-
ters. v. Accolade, Inc., 977 F.2d 1510 (9th Cir. 1992); Atari Games Corp. v. Nintendo of 
Am., Inc., 975 F.2d 832 (Fed. Cir. 1992); JONATHAN BAND & MASANOBU KATOH, IN-
TERFACES ON TRIAL; INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AND INTEROPERABILITY IN THE GLOBAL 
SOFTWARE INDUSTRY (1995); Glynn S. Lunney, Jr., The Death of Copyright: Digital 
Technology, Private Copying, and the Digital Millennium Copyright Act, 87 VA. L. REV. 
813 (2001); Charles R. McManis, Intellectual Property Protection and Reverse Engineer-
A defense under § 1201(f) requires a four-prong analysis. BnetD had to establish that: (1) it lawfully obtained the right to use a copy of the software it circumvented; (2) the information needed to achieve interoperability must have been previously unavailable; (3) the sole purpose of BnetD’s circumvention was to achieve interoperability of an independently created computer program; and (4) the alleged circumvention did not constitute copyright infringement. Because § 1201(f) is an affirmative defense, it presupposes that an act of circumvention took place. Considering my earlier analysis, § 1201(f) required BnetD to make a very problematic assumption, making the interoperability argument a poor fit—one that added another layer of cloudy reasoning to the court’s analysis.

The heart of the analysis came from the lower court, whose legal conclusions were rendered ineffective by a number of errors. The district court ruled that BnetD did not satisfy the first § 1201(f) requirement because the statute “only exempted those who obtained permission to circumvent the technological measure.” According to the lower court, BnetD’s “sole purpose” was not to achieve interoperability because: (1) BnetD’s software interoperated with unauthorized copies of Blizzard software; (2) BnetD’s software was distributed for free; and (3) BnetD’s software “was intended as a functional alternative to the Battle.net service” and was, therefore, not independently developed. BnetD also failed to satisfy the fourth requirement because BnetD had committed copyright infringement, although the court failed to identify which copyrightable expression BnetD had infringed. On appeal, the Eighth Circuit offered little more than a cursory affirmance, reiterating only that “unauthorized copies of the Blizzard games were freely played on bnetd.org servers.”

The court’s misidentification of “Battle.net mode” as the subject matter protected by Blizzard’s CD key access control contaminated its § 1201(f) analysis. Essentially, the court treated the ability of Blizzard’s game software to interoperate with game servers as a feature that could be

---

73. Davidson, 422 F.3d at 641-42.
74. § 1201(f)(1); Davidson, 422 F.3d at 642.
76. Id.
77. Id. at 1187 (“[T]he development and distribution to others constituted copyright infringement and persons who commit copyright infringement cannot benefit from the exemptions of § 1201(f).”).
78. Davidson, 422 F.3d at 642.
locked by an access control, rendering a statutory exception for interoperable software meaningless.

C. What Role Should the DMCA Play in Regulating Online Gaming?

That the Eighth Circuit improperly expanded a game publisher's ability to use a technological protection measure to control markets for videogame services is not an argument that the DMCA should never apply in cases involving CD key authentication. Consider Figure 6 and Figure 7 below, which illustrate possible paths to DMCA liability.

![Figure 6](image-url)

**Figure 6:** This figure illustrates acts of circumvention in the context of software installation that would warrant DMCA liability.

If during installation of Blizzard's game software, BnetD had: (1) developed a CD key generator that allowed end users to install game software with an unauthorized CD key or had (2) developed a program that bypassed authentication during installation altogether, both of these acts would likely constitute circumvention under the DMCA. In these examples, the CD key would be controlling access to the publisher's copyrightable game software. On the other hand, Figure 7 illustrates the way in which circumvention might take place in the context of online gaming.
If BnetD had developed a CD key generator that allowed an end user to log onto Battle.net or created a program that bypassed online authentication altogether, the DMCA would clearly apply. In this context, the CD key would be controlling access to the publisher’s proprietary game server, not the game software.

In the end, the Eighth Circuit’s incomplete and inconsistent analysis creates two major problems. First, Davidson offers a murky theory of liability for circumvention and an extraordinarily narrow interpretation of § 1201(f). Did the court hold that § 1201(f) was inapplicable to those who create independently developed software when that software enables functionality for at least some direct infringers? If so, there is no way of determining beforehand whether a technology or a device will be used unlawfully until the act takes place.

Secondly, Davidson’s misinterpretation of Blizzard’s access control vastly expands a game publisher’s ability to embed access controls within its game software and, under the guise of battling piracy, effectively tie customers to various aftermarket products and services. The upshot is that

Davidson has more to do with controlling access to revenue streams than it does with controlling software unauthorized access to copyrighted software.\textsuperscript{81}

III. \textit{DAVIDSON’S AFTERMATH}

A. Legitimizing Strategic Access Controls

The entertainment industry has long argued that technological locks and access controls drastically reduce software piracy without affecting competition.\textsuperscript{82} But similar to the way in which Lexmark once required its printers to perform a “secret handshake” and authenticate only ink cartridges made by Lexmark, Blizzard has strategically wedged its CD key “handshake” between its game software and its proprietary game server. Thus, those wishing to develop competing game servers are exposed to liability not only for breach of contract but circumvention as well.

Should the fact that unauthorized copies of Blizzard games were played on BnetD servers alter the analysis? Davidson can be distinguished from other DMCA cases like Lexmark, Chamberlain, and Storage Technology in that the threat of “piracy” is virtually nonexistent when dealing with printer cartridges, garage-door openers, and computer hardware repair, respectively. But while online CD key authentication prevents those with unauthorized copies to play their games online, the system as implemented unreasonably shifts the burden of combating piracy onto those who wish to develop add-on services for videogames. Defendant Tim Jung, president of Internet Gateway, said Blizzard’s piracy argument was unconvincing because all players needed to have Blizzard’s game installed prior to using BnetD’s software: “If they’re using pirated software, they’ve already broken the law long before they got to us.”\textsuperscript{83}

“Piracy” is not necessarily bad for game publishers.\textsuperscript{84} Even though a game publisher might eliminate most unauthorized use through online au-

\textsuperscript{81} Burk, \textit{supra} note 28, at 1110-14.

\textsuperscript{82} Liu, \textit{supra} note 1, at 126 (noting that the DMCA is indicative of the regulatory trend in copyright law over the past several years, which has gained ground over a traditional property rights approach).


\textsuperscript{84} See generally RICHARD WATT, \textit{COPYRIGHT AND ECONOMIC THEORY} 24-70 (2000) (analyzing the economics of copyright piracy). For a discussion of the ways in which copyright could be modified to take into account network effects, see Mark A. Lemley & David McGowan, \textit{Legal Implications of Network Economic Effects}, 86 CALIF. L. REV. 480 (1998).
thentication, it also allows competitors to more easily infiltrate the publisher’s market without fear of enabling functionality for unauthorized users. Alternatively, the less-effective offline CD key authentication process actually creates a substantial pocket of unauthorized users which can keep innovators in secondary markets in check because they fear liability resulting from enabling functionality for unauthorized users. By requiring CD key authentication during online gameplay, game publishers seem to have created an artificial trial period, allowing unauthorized users to “sample” their games in single-player mode, but pay for online use. As a result, they have secured the right to host their games exclusively.

85. Of course by “allowing” this pocket of unauthorized users to exist, the copyright owner might see a decline in overall sales. Accordingly, the copyright owner can anticipate these losses and choose to increase the selling price of the software, a practice called indirect appropriability. Stan Liebowitz, Back to the future: Can copyright owners appropriate revenues in the face of new copying technologies?, in THE ECONOMICS OF COPYRIGHT 6-8 (Wendy J. Gordon & Richard Watt eds., 2003).

86. WATT, supra note 84, at 58-59 ("Perhaps the most common case in which piracy is favourable to the producer of originals is when intellectual property is bundled together with a second good for which the producer of originals is interested in maximal diffusion."); see Liebowitz, supra note 85, at 9-11 (discussing exposure effects).
When asked about legitimate customers now foreclosed from using alternate game servers, Blizzard stated on its website, “Unfortunately, software pirates have spoiled this situation for hobbyists.”87 “[W]e sincerely hope that one day, no one will see any reason to seek alternatives to Battle.net for playing Blizzard games.”88 But, if software pirates had not spoiled the situation for hobbyists, would Blizzard still be willing to allow alternate game servers?89 Paul Sams, Blizzard’s Chief Operating Officer, declared the Eight Circuit’s decision a major victory against software piracy: “[T]he court is reiterating the message that creating unauthorized servers that emulate Blizzard’s Battle.net servers is without question illegal.”90 But Blizzard had once argued that BnetD’s software was illegal because it could not prevent access to unauthorized users; it does not follow, as Sams suggests, that hosting services for popular videogames is illegal in and of itself. Blizzard’s not-so-subtle shift in rhetoric is representative of the impact Davidson has had on the gaming industry.91 What was once considered a campaign against software “pirates” has inexplicably morphed into a turf war for secondary services and add-on products.92

87. Battle.net FAQ, supra note 49. In an effort to minimize fallout after successfully suing their own customers, Blizzard launched a Mod Support Website in October 2005 to “give something back to the community.” See generally Battle.net, Mod Support Website, http://www.battle.net/mod/index.shtml (last visited Oct. 29, 2005). Hobbyists can now create maps and join contests, but are of course still required to use Blizzard’s proprietary server during gameplay.

88. Battle.net FAQ, supra note 49.

89. Cindy Cohn of the Electronic Frontier Foundation remarked: This reminds me a bit of the Aibo pet case, where Sony threatened one of its customers who wrote a computer program that made the Aibo do more tricks than Sony intended. Fortunately, Sony had the wisdom to withdraw their threat once public outcry began. Here, Blizzard is suing its customers for making a server that has more functionality and provides a better experience—by letting you play with just your friends and other things—than they do.

Wen, supra note 40.


Blizzard, it appears, has forgotten that the DMCA was intended to target those who circumvent access controls that regulate access to copyrightable expression, not a vehicle to capture markets for downstream services.

The ultimate result from *Davidson* is one game, one online service, and no competition. The district court reasoned that BnetD had many choices, including the choice not to play Blizzard’s videogames if it thought its license restrictions were unfair.\(^9\) It did not, however, mention that virtually every publisher requires similar restrictions.\(^9\) Given Blizzard’s overwhelming victory in *Davidson*, it is not surprising that after purchasing a copy Blizzard’s *World of Warcraft* for $49.99, Blizzard now requires end users to pay a monthly fee to play the game online. Excluding record-breaking sales revenue, Blizzard generates an annual revenue stream of $700 million based on subscription revenue from *World of Warcraft* alone.\(^9\)

---

93. Davidson & Assocs. v. Internet Gateway, 334 F. Supp. 2d 1164, 1179 (E.D. Mo. 2004). ("[BnetD] had the choice to select a different video game, to agree to the terms and gain the software and access to Battle.net, or to disagree and return the software for a full return of their money.").


95. Schiesel, *supra* note 19. Apart from subscription revenue, hosting games exclusively on proprietary servers offers a number of benefits. First, as a practical matter, exclusive hosting allows game developers to apply fixes, issue patches, and add features to their games without interference from third parties. COSTIKYAN, *supra* note 40, at 36. Second, it allows publishers to tightly integrate their game software with an online service, making it easier for users to establish a connection—the downside from the consumer’s perspective, of course, is that there is only one connection to choose from. Pub-
B. Securing the Market for MMOGs

While none of the multiplayer online games at issue in Davidson were MMOGs, the court's holding has allowed game publishers to capture the multidimensional market for this new gaming technology.

As noted earlier, an MMOG is a videogame specifically designed for online gameplay. Usually, a user will purchase software at a retail store, install it, and instantly connect to a persistent online world where they can interact with hundreds and thousands of other gamers. The user must pay a monthly fee to maintain access to this world. Because of the importance of creating an online world, MMOGs require a stable player-base over an extended period of time. As publishers attempt to attract new users to the world of subscription-based online gaming, it is quite possible that they will reduce prices for game software, opting to rely more heavily on subscription revenue. Because game publishers under Davidson can sue those who challenge their right to exclusively host games under the DMCA, publishers have the added benefit of being able to monitor their entire customer bases, gauge usage, develop new games based on that information, and advertise those games to those same customer bases.

Publishers like Blizzard will be quick to point out that issuing fixes and patches are critical to maintaining a good name in the industry. In fact, the amount of centralized control publishers are looking for would arguably allow them to more easily handle the connectivity and usage problems that many—including the BnetD developers themselves—originally complained of. On the other hand, Blizzard already had full control over its games before BnetD came into existence. While centralized control might appear to make it easier to issue fixes and update software, the fact that consumers have no alternatives actually undermines a publisher's incentive to create those fixes. Blizzard Beats BnetD, Again, supra note 90 (“The irony is that the BnetD Project was created because gamers wanted to play Blizzard games with greater ease and with added features.”).

96. COSTIKIYAN, supra note 40, at 49 (“Suppose we have an online game with a $10/month [subscription] fee. If we price it at $50 ($25 to publisher [after the retailer's percentage]), and sell 100,000 copies, and 50% of the purchasers wind up sticking around for a year, we've made $8.5 million. If we give [the software] away, and distribute 200,000 copies, 50% of which turn into subscribers, we make $12 million . . . . You can't give [the software] away; retailers won't carry it. But it makes sense to reduce the price to the absolute minimum that will motivate the retailer.”) (emphasis in original).

97. Id. While Battle.net uses banner advertisements, a number of publishers employ digital billboards and advertising spaces within virtual environments. Blackburn, supra note 10. A study conducted by Nielsen Interactive Entertainment found that in-game advertisements resulted in a 60% increase in new brand awareness. 50% surveyed reported that they found in-game ads made the experience more realistic and 54% said in-game advertising caught their attention. Daniel Terdiman, In-game ads work, study says, CNET NEWS.COM, Oct. 3, 2005, http://news.com.com/2102-1043_3-5887880.html?tag=st.util.print. Advertisers currently spend between $90 and $120 million annually in videogames and this number is estimated to rise to $700 million by 2008. Blackburn, supra note 10.
Developers need not rely on subscription or advertising revenue alone, if at all. MMOGs feature complex virtual economies in which individual gamers can buy, sell, and trade virtual commodities, often for real money. This practice—called real-money trade ("RMT")—makes it very easy for developers to charge gamers a commission for every transaction that takes place in their online world separate from a monthly access fee. The global market for virtual commodities is estimated as high as $880 million annually. Game developers like Sony initially tried to ban RMTs, but found that in just five years, the market for virtual commodities for its games reached $200 million annually. Sony did an about-face and launched the Station Exchange, its own official trading site for virtual commodities.

RMTs also make MMOGs lucrative for individual players too. They can earn money by gathering virtual commodities and sell them at online stores for cash. Services are available that allow players to rent powerful game characters, removing the need to spend countless hours building


101. Simmons, supra note 99.

102. Id.

up one's own character. Others simply sell their entire accounts, parceling out their amassed online wealth.

Whether a publisher charges for monthly access and/or opts for commissions based on RMTs, it is argued that legal protection allegedly afforded under the DMCA will foster innovation in the market and will make MMOGs available to the public on a scale they would not have been available otherwise. Without exclusive hosting, it is argued, the entire structure of a virtual world would deteriorate as customers might splinter off into an infinite number of competing game servers. It is not clear, however, whether competition for hosting MMOGs would cause massive decentralization. Maintaining a game server for an MMOG is not a hobby; it requires constant maintenance because most of the work is done server-side, not by an individual’s client software. Allowing innovators to add functionality to existing games—like introducing new virtual worlds, texture packs, missions, characters, environmental variables, or more sophisticated economic variables—would create a much better gaming experience for end users and help foster further innovation. This competition would also force a game publisher to keep up with the latest developments in online gaming.

IV. CONCLUSION

*Davidson* represents yet another blemish in the relatively short legal history of the DMCA. For game publishers, *Davidson* creates an unprecedented shield of market protection as well as a prime opportunity to de-


velop MMOGs without interference from competitors. Game publishers have creatively reused an existing technological protection measure—CD key authentication—to justify the tightest possible integration of their game software with various services or products associated with that game. More importantly, Davidson blurs the distinction between game software and matchmaking services, allowing publishers to market newly developed MMOGs not as game software, but as a pay-per-use service where a user is granted access to an online world.  

Even if it is conceded that a game publisher should be allowed to combine copyright protection and restrictive licenses to, in effect, ban reverse engineering, exclusively host their games, charge for monthly access, and exploit all related markets, using CD key authentication to effectuate that control stretches the DMCA beyond its essential purpose.

106. See COSTIKYAN, supra note 40, at 49, 52 ("[P]ublishers of games under the 'retail sale plus online subscription' model are going to realize that they aren't in the business of selling boxes any more. Selling boxes is a necessary evil; online subscriptions is where the money's at."); Zackariasson & Wilson, supra note 19, at 49 (arguing that MMOGs have four characteristics of services: intangibility, inseparability, variability, and perishability).